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ILSE – The Radio Cassette 3

The Data Radio for Public Transport Services

Even in times everybody is talking about digital radio private
mobile radio is essential to pre-empt traffic lights. The light
signal systems are often operated by the communities, who
cannot or do not want to modify the infrastructure of the
systems. Against this background ILSE - The Radio Cassette 3
has been specifically adjusted to the requirements of public
transport services. 

Regarding the telegram to be sent ILSE - The Radio Cassette 3
either receives the information serially directly from the board
computer or conventionally via the 4- or 5-bit channel interface
and the 100mV NF interface. According to the VDV guidelines
the telegram is provided with a checksum and will be transmit-
ted via the built-in FFSK modem. The flexible hard- and soft-
ware makes the adaption of any board computer possible. 

Transmission of R09 radio telegrams as per VDV
(e.g. traffic light pre-emption)  

RS232 interface

RS485 and USB interface (optional)

Voltage range 12 – 30 Volt

ILSE - The Radio Cassette 3 offers the perfect solution when
transmission operations are focused (traffic light pre-empti-
on). Indicated by 10 LEDs the system status is always reada-
ble. Customized transmission frequencies / transmission
power can be individually adjusted.
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Technical  Data

Power Supply: 12...30VDC

Active Power: max. 24W

HF-Transmitting Power: 0.1...6W

Frequency Range: 146-174MHz

Frequency Stability: +/-1.5kHz 
(-30°C bis +60°C, 25°C Ref.)  

Inputs/Outputs: 6 inputs TTL compatible

5 outputs (open collector)

19" Slot: 12 TE / 3 HE

Interfaces: 1x RS232, RS485opt., USB, opt.
Humidity: 30...85% rel. humidity

Operating Temperature: -30...+60° C

RTTE Directive: meets requirements of 1999/5/EC, 
95/54/EC (72/245/EEC), 
E1 compliance

Relevant Standards: EN300 086-2, EN300 113-2, EN301

Dimensions (WxHxD):61x128,4x185

Due to the increasing cost pressure and the rising traffic volume
the necessity results to keep finding better solutions in order 
to increase the efficiency of the transport operators. This 
objective can only be attained if the public transport becomes

always more attractive. More attractiveness for the client means
the necessity to optimize comfort and transport time constantly.
A traffic signal priority system may be a result of it for example!
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Procedure

1. Telegram of preregi-
stration „bus enters
the access area of a
light-signal system”

2. Telegram of drive on
preparedness „ bus is at
the light-signal system
now or at the stop in
front of a light-signal
system and wants to
drive one”

3. Telegram of main regi-
stration „bus wants to
pass through the light-
signal system “
„bus passes through
the light-signal system “

4. Telegram of deregistra-
tion „Bus was there, the
light-signal system can
return to normal opera-
tion”
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